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MISSION
Though the educational mission of DL School of Ministry-DLSM is singular our
application is broad; teach, prepare and fulfill the great commission by becoming
educated representatives of God. As our graduated students go into all venues of life
continuing the momentum of assisting others through
Biblical understanding, principles and application.

All Programs and Courses are subject to change without prior notification.
If this happens, a replacement course will be provided to fulfill the required elements
within the academic structure.

© 2016 -2017 DL School of Ministry - DLSM Inc., & Gift-Ed Tuition Store
All Rights Reserved
No part of this publication and/or it’s contents can be copied and/or distributed in part and/or in full via
any means without the written consent of DL School of Ministry - DLSM Inc.
DL School of Ministry-DLSM Inc. Non-Profit Religious Educational Organization
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International Multi-Denominational Bible College

Welcome
Our Associate Degree to Doctorate and PHD Programs and Standard Courses are designed with academic
excellence providing the student with the opportunity for advanced education within their choice of studies
offered. All degree programs have the option of including ordination. Or, you can obtain ordination
separately along with the option of utilizing our ordination registry and renewal services.

So What Makes DL School of Ministry Different?
For starters, we offer exams online, email, fax and mail. Why? to assist our student’s busy schedules and
location changes. In today’s busy world, why give a student only one way to accomplish their goals. At
DLSM, our students can take their exams by any of the methods offered. In addition, there are no
program/course completion deadlines. This means students can complete their spiritual/academic goals
on their timeline which includes when their next tuition payment is due. Some of our academic structure
benefits are;
- relaxed and enjoyable learning experience causing higher retention and application of knowledge
gained with increased sense of accomplishment
- reduction of stress directly related to removal of program/course deadlines
- no financial stress about making a tuition payment when the student is not financially ready

Not Ready to Commit to a Degree Program?
Not a problem, because all of our Standard Courses credits can be applied towards enrollment requirements
into one of our Degree Programs. This academic structure allows you to study your way into your degree
goal with one course and/or category at a time.

How Are We Able to Offer Low Cost Customized Tuition with Even Lower Payment Plans?
It's simple. We put our students first which includes not draining our student's financial resources or incurring
a student loan debt. We also offer discounts when you choose our 100% or 50% payment plan. Or, start your
education with only $145.95 with our Pay-As-You-Go-Plan offered with any of our degree programs. PayAs-You-Go Plan is also available with some of our Standard Courses - Categories with a higher enrollment
fee.

Tuition Payment Plans:
1. 100% Plan: discount applies when you pay all of your tuition with enrollment
2. 50% Plan: discount applies when you pay 50% at time of enrollment and 50% at student’s mid-term
3. Pay-As-You-Go-Plan: enroll with $145.95 and make payments until paid in full with degree programs


tuition hardship payment program available for qualifying students


no credit checks or interest on our tuition payment plans


tuition paid on student’s timeline
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More Reasons to Choose DLSM
1. We are an International Multi-Denominational Bible College.
What that means for our students is that our courses and programs are not designed around a particular
denomination. This in itself, allows the student to examine the course studies from various view points and
applications within the foundational Biblical Christian theology. In practicality, the learned student can then
apply our "well-rounded" courses and programs to develop their spiritual knowledge about God and His Son,
Jesus Christ and/or apply the education gained in various ministerial and/or work related fields.
2. We want you to succeed and will do everything we can to provide you an enjoyable, satisfying
educational experience
We are here for the student all the way through their educational /spiritual learning process. There is no type
of question or assistance that is too big or too small. This provides the student with one-on-one time with a
DLSM academic staff member where the student receives the insight and direction to develop problem
solving skills through our extended hours of operation.
3. Non-time lined program/course completion deadlines
Our academic structure is developed around our student’s availability. Students choose when and where
they study, when they want to take their exams and what method; online, email, fax or mail.
Some of the benefits of non-time lined program/course completions are;
- reduction of stress directly related to removal of program/course deadlines
- relaxed and enjoyable learning experience
- higher retention and application of knowledge gained
- greater sense of accomplishment
4. Tuition payment benefits of non-time lined program/course completions
Also designed within our academic structure is our student’s financial well being. Students choose when
they are ready to begin their next course within their program signifying when their next payment is due.
One of the benefits is;
- no financial stress about making a tuition payment when the student is not financially ready
.
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5. Utilization of textbooks versus online books
Textbooks have an integral part within the studying process and is why we have implemented the use of
hand held books as opposed to books online. Our students can take their study books with them, write in
them and utilize them to their fullest without the need of an internet connection or device to read their
contents. Although, students may choose to utilize the internet and devices to take their exams, we believe
the benefits of using textbooks outweigh the benefits of online books.
- all textbooks are included in tuition and shipped to our students (some tuition plans charge
shipping while others offer free shipping)

6. Implementation of Note Research
We recognize the importance of “digging deep” into the topics of study and is why note research is a
required element with all of our degree programs. Our students will choose from several topics presented
within each exam and prepare their research within a structured format.
Some of the benefits of note research are;
- learning and/or further developing communication skills through writing
- develop a thought process to prepare and present Christian beliefs and teachings individually and/or
in a church setting
- these developed communication skills can also be utilized in other areas of life
7. Implementation of Thesis or Dissertation of all Degree Programs
The investigative process of preparing and presenting a thesis is fundamental in the development and/or
enhancing communication skills. First and foremost in presentational writing, secondly in preparation to
communicate verbally. This is why all degree programs have the required element of a thesis and a
dissertation with the Doctorate and PHD Programs
8. King James Bible
Although, there are many different translations of Bibles, we have endorsed the King James Bible as the
official Bible of DLSM. All studies, note research, exams, thesis and/or dissertations have a required
element of using the King James Bible.
- King James Bible is included in tuition and shipped to our students
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Position Statements
Doctrinal
Our Doctrinal beliefs adheres and affirms our faith as a Christian College as it outlines our clear commitment
to God through His Son Jesus Christ who is our inspiration, identity and our educational mission.
Salvation
We affirm that there is only one salvation which is offered to everyone through Jesus Christ; the risen
Lord, Messiah and Son of God. Due to His willful sacrifice, those who believe in Him are redeemed and
will have everlasting life. In addition, this requirement of accepting Jesus Christ as their personal Lord and
Savior causes the beginning of the renewal of the inner man resulting in transformation of the individual.
John 3:16,17
For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not His Son into the world
to condemn the world; but that the world through Him might be saved

Integrating Faith

n

We are committed to integrating our Christian non-denominational beliefs throughout our curriculum,
faculty and to prepare our students for spiritual development and/or careers that honors God while serving
others.
It is through our Christian value/morals-oriented learning that our graduates become prepared to lead by
serving others. In addition, our goal is to equip each student/graduate with the Christian understanding
and application regarding the following;
* Ethical decision making *Academic discipline *Spiritual development *Vocation

Ethical
Our commitments come directly from the Bible as the true, infallible and authoritative Word of God. The
Bible serves as our foundational standard in all matters.
We are committed to affirming and perpetuating the following ethical standards;


God’s Attributes: love, mercy and assistance



Non judgmental: thoughts, behaviors and actions



Unity: Godly, peaceful clarifications and applications without discrimination
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Position Statements continued
Existence
We uphold that God intelligently and purposefully created the entire universe in ways that reflect His love
and goodness for all of His creation.
Human Life
We affirm the God-given sanctity of human life from the moment of conception until the point of physical
death.
Holy Bible
We affirm that although the Holy Bible has been passed down through the antiquities of oral traditions into
various written translations, it is nevertheless the inspired word of God. All matters pertaining to physical
and spiritual life are found within these sacred texts, and are a foundational element that goes along with a
personal relationship with God through His Son, Jesus Christ.

Prayer Support - Public Prayer Message Line
Prayer is embedded within our college structure and at the very heart of God. This is why we encourage
everyone to pursue times of prayer everyday. One of the things we have learned is that there is no prayer
request too big or too small for the ears of God and is why DLSM has established a Prayer Request Message
Line for the public.


you can leave as much information as you want pertaining to your prayer request(s)



you can leave multiple prayer requests per message



you can leave prayer requests as often as you like



all prayer requests are placed on our daily Prayer Table where our staff and prayer team will continue to
pray daily for all requests for 1 month

Privacy Policy - Public
All Departmental Forms of Communication
We are committed to keeping your private information safe. Our guarantee is that DLSM will not share,
rent, release or disclose any of your information, in part and/or in full. However, if you become a student
your information will be appropriately shared within DL School of Ministry - DLSM & Gift-Ed departments
to provide you a satisfying educational experience.
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Accreditation
DL School of Ministry is accredited with American Evangelical Accrediting Association. What that means
for our students is that we choose to accept transferring credits into DLSM, in full and/or in part. However,
all other colleges, etc., can at their discretion choose to accept or not accept transferring credits which may
include credits from DL School of Ministry - DLSM.
In addition, certain college’s and universities, etc., have a requirement of receiving transferring credits only
from a college or other, that maintains USDE and CHEA accreditation. At this time, we have no plans to
pursue regional accreditation through the U.S Department of Education (USDE) or the Council for Higher
Education Accreditation (CHEA) for specifics reasons of:
1. continue to ensure theological and philosophical consistencies within our Biblical academic structure
2. maintain doctrinal autonomy
3. keep tuition expenses low
If DLSM chooses to pursue USDE and CHEA accreditation in the future this information will be posted
appropriately.

Life Experiences into Credits
Life experiences are not only important but do count. After all, you are the one who experienced
them. That's why all life experiences related to helping others and/or ministry, in or outside the church
structure, will be reviewed with potential of it being applied, in part and/or in full, towards entrance
requirements towards any one of our Degree Programs that you want to enroll in now or in the future.
When filling out the student enrollment form, be sure to include the experiences you want reviewed for
credit consideration.

Undergraduate & Graduate Programs
Our curriculum standards for our undergraduate and graduate programs are designed within the standard
structures of academia, thus allowing the student optimum educational gains within their chosen field.
Our degree structure is as follows;
Undergraduate - Associate and Bachelors
Graduate - Masters and Doctorate
Although, the Masters is designed as a 2 year course and the Doctorate as a 1 year course, our students
choose when they want to graduate, whether earlier or years later due to our non-time lined completion
policy.
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Student Services
Being available for our students is a foundational element within the structure of this school. Whether it’s
encouragement through prayer support, academic support and/or assisting through our tuition hardship
payment program, we are here for every student throughout their spiritual/academic journey.
1. Prayer Support: Prayer is at the very heart of God, and is why we have established a Student Prayer
Request Message Line. Students will receive their 24/7 Private Prayer Support information with their
welcome kit
2. Academic Support: We have extended hours of operation to provide academic support for our
students. Students will receive their Private Academic Support information with their welcome kit
3. Tuition Hardship Payment Program: Although, we offer low-cost tuition, we recognize there are
times in a student’s life when they need additional assistance with tuition payments. At the request of
the student, we will review the availability of restructuring tuition payments to a lesser amount per
payment, until the full tuition amount is paid-in-full. The student will be notified within 15 to 30
business days if they are accepted within this specific program.
a) if student is applying for consideration at time of enrollment, the following applies;
- first full tuition payment is to be made at time of enrollment
- student has 10 business days to contact this office for review consideration
b) if student is applying for consideration during course/program studies, the following applies;
- student must be up-to-date regarding their tuition payments. Remaining payments due will
be reviewed for consideration
send request to: admin@dlschoolofministry.com Attention: Finance Department
Telephone request to send via email or mail; 615.592.1379 ask for Finance office or leave message

Privacy and Security Policies
All Departmental Forms of Communication
We are committed to keeping your student information safe. Our guarantee is that DLSM will not share,
rent, release or disclose any of your information, in part and/or in full. Although, your information will
be appropriately shared within DL School of Ministry - DLSM & Gift-Ed departments to provide you a
satisfying educational experience.
Student Security Protocols
This 5 level security program takes the necessary steps to secure every student’s identity and recognition
within the DLSM departments. Students will receive this required information and implementation
documents after the student has officially enrolled through the academic office.
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Registrar’s Office
Student Authorization Release of Information
We understand the inconvenience that might arise when the student wants to obtain their academic records
from our Registrar’s office for themselves and/or to transfer credits to another receiving Bible college etc.
But in this day and age of needing security, we take your private information seriously and will protect your
information without release until our 2-step process is initiated and completed by the student. (this release-ofinformation security steps are implemented on behalf of all of our students whether graduated, current or future attendees)

Upon request, student will receive Release-of-Information Instructions & Form,
email: admin@dlschoolofministry.com attention: Registrar’s Office
telephone: 615.592.1379 option 1 - Administrative office

Enrollment / Registration Form
For ease of use to complete your enrollment/registration form we offer several methods;
Fill out online:
a) www.dlschoolofministry.education - click on enroll
To request your enrollment/registration form sent via email or mail:
b) www.dlschoolofministry.education - go to contact page
c) email: admin@dlschoolofministry.com
d) telephone: 615.592.1379 option 1 Administrative Office
Note: telephone enrollments are not accepted

Cancellation / Refund Policies
/cab

Degree Programs
We understand that there are times in a student’s life when changes occur that would affect their inability to
continue with their degree program and is why we established a cancellation policy.
Utilization of Criteria Methods
1. we recognize that the student has already gained from their percentage of course studies achieved and is a
valuable educational/spiritual resource utilized through out their lifetime
2. we recognize that any exams, textbooks and Bible the student has already received at time of cancellation
request will remain with the student
3. any exams with note research submitted to the academic office, graded or to be graded, will be suspended.
Any credits accumulating though out the program will be rendered inactive and removed from the
student’s file due to our degree programs being designed to receive full credits at the completion of the
program. Due to this, partial credits are not offered.
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Refund Policies - Levels of Cancellation
Level 1: cancellation request is received within 48 hours of official enrollment with processing of tuition
payment plan selection. If no academic material has been sent the following applies;
- 100% Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary upon
the amount of tuition, plus $34.95
- 50% Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary upon
the amount of tuition, plus $34.95
- Pay-As-You-Go Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary
upon the amount of tuition, plus $34.95
Level 2: cancellation request is received after 48 hours and/or textbook(s) and/or exam(s) sent
Exam material utilized - 1
- 100% Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary upon the
amount of tuition, plus $174.95
- 50% Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary
upon the amount of tuition, plus $174.95
- Pay-As-You-Go Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary upon
the amount of tuition, plus $174.95
Exam material utilized - 2 to 4
- 100% Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary upon the
amount of tuition, plus $349.95
- 50% Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary upon the
amount of tuition, plus $349.95
- Pay-As-You-Go Plan: reimbursement of tuition paid minus processing fees, which will vary
upon the amount of tuition, plus $349.95
Exam material utilized - 5 or more
- on and/or during the 5th exam through remaining exams with or without note research, thesis
and/or dissertation, see cancellation denial refund criteria #1
Cancellation / Refund Denial Criteria
1. request is received on the 5th exam and/or half way through program or remaining exams, with and/or
without note research submissions thesis or dissertation.
Explanation: Student has received approximately 1/2 of program materials with academic /spiritual
gains. Due to this utilization, the remainder of the program is not refundable
2. student receives program material and is not satisfied in part and/or in full.
Explanation: overviews are listed for all degree programs giving detailed information of the courses
offered within the program as well as submission requirements; exams, note research, thesis or
dissertation. Due to this transparency, the choice and responsibility of the student to enroll in a specific
program is upon the student.
3.

there are no cancellation/refund policies available for Standard Courses - Categories or Separate
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FAQ
Q:
A:

Who can enroll?
DLSM offers enrollment to anyone who is over the age of 18, has a educational desire about God
and a heart to serve others. For many students, DLSM standard courses and/or our Associate Degree
program is of choice. Others, who seek additional education will need to meet eligibility entrance
requirements.
see page 20 - Course/Program Entry Requirements

Q:
A:

How do I register to get started?
DLSM offers several ways to enroll; see page 14 - Enrollment/Registration Information

Q:
A:

Do I have to pay my tuition in full before I begin?
Only if you choose the 100% Payment Plan which requires tuition to be paid in full prior to
beginning your Degree Program. Also, Standard Courses - Separate requires tuition to be paid in full

Q:
A:

Do you offer financial assistance?
Due to the low-cost affordability programs offered we do not pursue offering financial assistance
outside the DLSM Payment Programs. However, we do offer a Tuition Financial Hardship Program.
see page 13 - Student Services

Q:
A:

How long until I receive my first course?
Typically, it takes 2 to 3 weeks for the administrative office to process the enrollment form, receive
student security protocol forms, set-up student records and assign the student's preference regarding
the method to take their exams. Within this 2 to 3 week period, textbooks and a Bible are shipped to
the student. For our International students, its usually 3 to 4 weeks. However, for USA and
International students, it may be less or longer depending upon mail deliveries in your location.

Q:
A:

Do I have a time limit to complete my exams?
No, since DLSM's course/programs are designed around our students availability. The student
chooses when, where and the amount of time to study and complete exams. There are no
course/program exam time lines for completion. Although, we do ask if you haven't submitted an
exam within 1 year that you contact us so we know that when you have the time you will be
continuing your studies.
- will we not suspend your student account for non-activity unless the student requests it

Q:
A:

What if I have an exam question?
The student should contact the Exams Department within the Academic office. This can be done
several ways; email, text, fax or telephone. These student privacy contacts will be sent in the
students welcome packet.

Q:
A:

How many exams are there to complete each course within a program?
It varies upon what program you choose. The majority of the degree programs have the number of
exams as well as the total number of submissions listed.
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Q:
A:

When I've finished my program, what do I receive?
With our degree programs you will receive the appropriate degree per the study selection. For
example, when the Associate Program is completed the student receives an Associate Degree.
The same applies for Bachelors, Masters and Specialized Education. With our Doctorate Program
the student receives a Doctorate or Phd. With our Ordination program the student receives
Ordination documentation. With Standard Courses - Category or Separate the student receives a
diploma and credits that can be applied in part and/or in full to one of our Degree Programs
- transcripts will be filed in the Registrar's office.

Q:
A:

Can I continue my education with you after I’ve graduated?
Yes. In fact we encourage it. Whether its weeks, months or years later we believe an individual can
only benefit by learning more about God. and with the variety of programs and courses offered,
with new ones being developed and added, we offer the optimum place for anyone’s continued
learning.

Q:
A:

Can my credits from DLSM be transferred?
Yes, but only to colleges, etc., that will accept them. see page 12 - Accreditation

Q:

When I transfer credits into DLSM, how many DLSM credits do I need to complete my
program?
It varies upon what program the student wants to enroll in, the amount of credits being transferred
and if life experience credits are applied

A:
Q:
A:

Are you accredited?
Yes, through American Evangelical Accrediting Association

Q:
A:

Why do you offer enrollment to anyone who is over 18?
God is not a respecter of persons nor is DL School of Ministry - DLSM. The only reason why the
enrollment age is 18 or older is due to the current United States laws dictating when a teenager is
considered to be an adult. Thus, allowing the individual to make adult decisions including attending
DLSM.

Q:
A:

Are there any exceptions for someone under 18 years old to enroll?
Yes, there are 2 ways;
1) the student can be emancipated from their parents through the U.S. Court System.
International students, must be emancipated from their parents or its equivalent as pertaining to
their county of origin
- official legal documentation is required for Administrative office review
2) one of the parents must sign the DLSM consent to enroll as a minor form
- request the Consent to Enroll as a Minor Form at the Administrative office
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What are the days and hours students can reach academic support?
Extended hours of operation are offered to our students through our Academic Office;
Monday - Friday 11:30 am to 7:30 pm MST/AZ USA
Saturday - 12:30 pm - 5:30 pm MST/AZ USA
24/7 Communication methods: email, text, fax, telephone, and online Communications Student
Portal at dlschoolofministry.education
* private student contact information is sent in Student’s Welcome kit

Q:
A:

What is Gift-Ed and why are you affiliated with them?
In order to provide our student's with ease-of-use during the program / course selection along with
tuition process, we have expanded our tuition office to include DLSM Gift-Ed Tuition Store.
Although, Gift-Ed is on a separate site, it is a department of DL School of Ministry and all tuition /
enrollment transactions completed at Gift-Ed.education is immediately sent to the DLSM Academic
office for student processing.

Q:
A:

Why do you offer Ordination renewals when Ordination should be ongoing?
We understand that Ordination is considered a lifetime. However, there are times in the
ministry when someone needs a renewal or in other words, a refreshing of their Ordination either
for personal reasons or to obtain an Ordination license in a particular state. Upon receiving all
requirements, new Ordination documentation is filed in the DLSM Ordination Department with the
original sent to the individual seeking this service.

Q:
A:

Why do you offer an Ordination Registry?
Our Ordination Registry offers a service to those who want their Ordination, with or without license,
to be listed with the DLSM Registry. The benefits for the registrant are:
- choosing amount of information listed Ex: name, address, church, ministry, contact information
- a reputable list of Ordination recipients for those seeking to review legitimacy of Ordination
status. Ex: state, organizations, businesses, ministries
1) verification online at the DLSM Registry Site
2) verification via email or fax from DLSM Administrative Office to requesting party
3) marketing tool to advertise the services the Ordained individual offers
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Communications
PUBLIC
Administrative Office: General Questions


Monday - Friday 11:30 am to 6:30 pm MT/AZ, USA
Telephone: 615.592.1379 option 1



Email: admin@dlschoolofministry.com
you can leave messages 24/7 via email, telephone or online on the contact page at dlschoolofministry.education

Academic Office - Programs / Course Studies
Monday - Friday 11:30 am to 6:30 pm MT/AZ, USA


Telephone: 615.592.1379 ask for Academic Office or leave message



Email: academic@dlschoolofministry.com
you can leave messages 24/7 via email, telephone or online on the contact page at dlschoolofministry.education

Finance Office - Tuition Hardship Payment Program
Monday-Friday 11:30 am to 6:30pm MT/AZ, USA


Telephone:

615.592.1379 ask for Finance Office or leave message



Email: finance@dlschoolofministry.com
You can leave messages 24/7 via email, telephone or online on the contact page at dlschoolofministry.education

STUDENTS
Extended hours of operation are offered to our students through our Academic Office:


Monday - Friday 11:30 am to 7:30 pm MST/AZ USA



Saturday - 12:30 pm - 5:30 pm MST/AZ USA
24/7 Communication methods: email, text, fax, telephone, online. Student private contact information is sent in
Student’s Welcome Kit

WEBSITES


www.dlschoolofministry.education - detailed information about DLSM’s programs and courses



www.gift-ed.education - DLSM’s Gift-Ed Tuition Store. Tuition Processing with Program/Course
information
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Course Program Entry Requirements
PROGRAMS


ASSOCIATE
DLSM offers enrollment to anyone who is at least 18 years of age and has an educational desire
about God and a heart to serve others.



BACHELORS
Enrollment is offered to anyone who is at least 18 years of age has an educational desire about God
and a heart to serve others. In addition, has an associate degree or it’s equivalent.
Note: All life experience related to helping others and/or ministry, in or outside the church
structure, will be reviewed with potential of it being applied, in part and/or in full, towards entrance
requirements.



MASTERS
Enrollment is offered to anyone who is at least 18 years of age has an educational desire about God
and a heart to serve others. In addition, has a Bachelor’s degree or it’s equivalent.
Note: All life experience related to helping others and/or ministry, in or outside the church
structure, will be reviewed with potential of it being applied, in part and/or in full, towards
entrance requirements.



SPECIALIZED EDUCATION
Enrollment is offered to anyone who is at least 18 years of age has an educational desire about God
and a heart to serve others. In addition, has a Bachelor’s degree or Masters or it’s equivalent.
Note: All life experience related to helping others and/or ministry, in or outside the church
structure, will be reviewed with potential of it being applied, in part and/or in full, towards
entrance requirements.



DOCTORATE / PHD
Enrollment is offered to anyone who is at least 18 years of age has an educational desire about God
and a heart to serve others. In addition, has a Master’s degree or it’s equivalent.
Note: All life experience related to helping others and/or ministry, in or outside the church
structure, will be reviewed with potential of it being applied, in part and/or in full, towards entrance
requirements.



ORDINATION
Enrollment is offered to anyone who is at least 18 years of age and believes that they have been
called by God to serve God first. Secondly, to serve others along with a educational desire to
learn more about God. Ordination may be obtained separately or combined with a degree program.

STANDARD COURSES


CATEGORIES / SEPARATE
DLSM offers enrollment to anyone who is at least 18 years of age and has an educational desire
about God and a heart to serve others.

Degree Programs - Associate
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Academic Schedule
The following Programs and Courses are scheduled
for the 2016 to 2017 Session

ASSOCIATE DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES - 80010
We are often asked how can an Associate Degree in Biblical Studies for only $599.95 offer any academic
substance. The answer is easily, since DLSM is all about education.
This Associate program provides an in-depth study of Biblical history, maps and time lines covering the
entire Bible. Also, included are archaeological discovery outlines, historical notes and data, as well as the
epitome of church history. This program also includes note research submissions and a thesis.


ABS-052.1 - presents an in-depth study of Biblical history, time lines and maps covering Genesis to
Revelation



ABS-102.1 - presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discover outlines, historical data and
epitome of church history
Total Examinations: 14



ABS-NR-80010 - note research submissions



ABS-T-80010 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exams / note research submissions
Required Submission Total: 29
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
*additional discount applies
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BACHELORS DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES - 90010
Our Bachelors Program includes an in-depth study covering the Spirit at Pentecost, the Disciples baptism,
Acts as "teach theology," the basics regarding the baptism of the Holy Spirit, teaching of Jesus, the origin
of the Bible, Flavius Josephus along with New Testament first century Christianity and an exposition of
Revelations. The program includes note research submissions and a thesis.



BBS-101.1 - presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at Pentecost
and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



BBS-104.1 - designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



BBS-105.1 - presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New Testament.
Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



BBS-202.1 - presents a scholarly, concise, clear yet simple way to study the origin of the Bible
as we currently have it. Overview of ancient manuscripts with added discussions
regarding Bible preservation



BBS-203.1 - presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical sources of the entire
biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



BBS-303.1 - exposition of Revelations: presents a 4 step approach interpretation; preterist, historical,
spiritualizing and futurist
Total Examinations: 11



BBS-NR-90010 - note research submissions



BBS-T-90010 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
Required Submission Total: 23
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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BACHELORS DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES / HOLY SPIRIT - 90020
This Bachelors Program is an in-depth Biblical study with the emphasis on the Holy Spirit. There are
a total of 4 courses about the Holy Spirit, 1 about the life of Jesus and 1 about knowing and understanding
ministerial ethics. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.



BBS-HS-101.1 - presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



BBS-HS-104.1 - designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



BBS-HS-105.1 - presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



BBS-HS-326.1 - presents the integration and importance of the Holy Spirit within the Bible



BBS-HS-330.1 - presents a commentary and what the Bible teaches about the Holy Spirit and His
work



BBS-HS-420.1 - presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry
Total Examinations: 11



BBS-HS-NR-90020 - note research submissions



BBS-HS-T-90020 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
Required Submission Total: 23
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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BACHELORS DEGREE - CUSTOMIZED STUDIES - 90030
This Bachelors program is designed for the student who wants to personalize their course topics by
choosing any six (6) courses offered. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.


BCS-101.1 -

presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



BCS-102.1 -

presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discover outlines, historical
data and epitome of church history



BCS-103.1 -

presents an examination of God’s character as revealed through fifteen names used
to describe Him in the Bible



BCS-104.1 -

designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



BCS-105.1 -

presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



BCS-203.1 -

presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source
of the entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



BCS-306.1 -

presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy



BCS-310.1 -

presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul



BCS-420.1 -

presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



BCS -422.1 -



BCS-501.1 -

presents how to separate fact from fiction within 16 major doctrines of the Word.
Includes index, glossary and appendix
a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense Psychology



BCS-503.1 -

presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they minister God’s grace
through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help

Total Examinations: varies upon courses selected
Required Elements


BCS-NR-90030 - note research submissions



BCS-T-90030 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
Required Submission Total: varies upon courses selected
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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MASTERS DEGREE - BIBLICAL COUNSELING - 10010
Our Masters Program in Biblical Counselling covers a wide range of psychological issues for Christians
inside and out of the church setting. Some of the topics covered are; scripture based model for counselling
versus Christian psychologists, perspectives related to psycho-therapists, the infiltration of psychology and
the Bible, how to "care for souls," and the analogy of major psychological theories influencing Christians
with the importance of ending Christian psychology within the Church. This program has note research
submissions and a thesis.


MBC.201.1 - presents the need to establish a pure scripture-based model for counseling. Versus
Christian psychologist’s whose practice is modeled on the concepts and procedures of
secular psychotherapy



MBC.500.1 - presents a Christ-centered approach to nurturing the believers spiritual life and confronting
problems through exercising faith in Christ and His word within “person to person soul
care”



MBC-501.1 - presents in depth perspectives related to psycho-therapists, research training through
classical/avoidance conditioning to “eclectic” therapists



MBC-502.1 - presents in depth study related to the infiltration of psychology and the Bible



MBC-503.1 - presents in depth study about how to “care for souls” through effective ways Christ works
through believers as they minister God’s grace through conversation, prayer and practical
help



MBC-504.1 - describes and analyzes major psychological theories influencing Christians and the
importance of ending Christian psychology within the church
Total Examinations: 11



MBC-NR-10010 - note research submissions



MBC-T-10010 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exams / note research
Required Submission Total: 23
Payment Plans: *1. 100%

*2. 50%

3. Pay-As-You-Go

*additional discounts apply

-

Degree Programs - Masters
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MASTERS DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES / HOLY SPIRIT - 10015
This Masters Program is an in-depth Biblical study with the emphasis on the Holy Spirit. There are a total
of five (5) courses about the Holy Spirit with the final course of knowing and understanding ministerial
ethics. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.



MBS-HS-101.1 - presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



MBS-HS-104.1 - designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



MBS-HS-105.1 - presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



MBS-HS-326.1 - presents the integration and importance of the Holy Spirit within the Bible



MBS-HS-330.1 - presents a commentary and what the Bible teaches about the Holy Spirit and His
work



MBS-HS-420.1 - presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry
Total Examinations: 11



MBS-HS-NR-10015 - note research submissions



MBS-HS-T-10015 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
Required Submission Total: 23
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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MASTERS DEGREE - CUSTOMIZED STUDIES - 10018
This Masters program is designed for the student who wants to personalize their course topics by choosing
any six (6) courses offered. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.


MCS-101.1 -

presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



MCS-102.1 -

presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discover outlines, historical
data and epitome of church history



MCS-103.1 -

presents an examination of God’s character as revealed through fifteen names used
to describe Him in the Bible



MCS-104.1 -

designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



MCS-105.1 -

presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



MCS-203.1 -

presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source
of the entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



MCS-306.1 -

presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy



MCS-310.1 -

presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul



MCS-420.1 -

presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



MCS -422.1 -



MCS-501.1 -

presents how to separate fact from fiction within 16 major doctrines of the Word.
Includes index, glossary and appendix
a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense Psychology



MCS-503.1 -

presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they minister God’s grace
through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help

Total Examinations: varies upon courses selected
Required Elements


MCS-NR-10018 - note research submissions



MCS-T-10018 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions

Required Submission Total: varies upon courses selected
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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SPECIALIZED EDUCATION -10020
This program is designed for the student who wants to personalize their course topics by choosing any 7
courses offered. This expansive covering program offers the educational platform for those who want a
Specialized Degree in Education. This degree is worth more than a Master’s.
Choose any seven (7) courses from the following list:


SE-101.1 - Acts of the Apostles: presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the
Spirit at Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



SE-102.1 -

Bible Handbook & Commentaries: presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological
discover outlines, historical data and epitome of church history



SE-103.1 -

Devotional; Names of God - presents an examination of God’s character as revealed
through fifteen names used to describe Him in the Bible



SE-104.1 -

Baptism of the Holy Spirit Handbook: designed to answer 37 basic questions people
have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



SE-105.1 -

Harmonic Gospels: presents an understanding of the life of Jesus and His teachings in the
New Testament while providing over 177 Old Testament references



SE-201.1 -

Biblical Counseling and Psycho-heresy: presents the need to establish a pure scripture
based model for counseling versus Christian psychologist’s whose practice is modeled on
the concepts and procedures of secular psychotherapy



SE-202.1 -

How We Got the Bible: presents ancient manuscripts and discussions on how the Bible has
been preserved and handed down to generations



SE-204.1 -

New Age Cults & Religions: presents information on new age cults, religions and groups.
Discusses the “need to know” information that Christians should be aware of if they choose
to minister to our current world



SE-203.1 -

Josephus: presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source
of the entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



SE-205.1 -

Numbers in Scripture: presents a guide to the study of Biblical Numerology or Numerics.
Part 1 deals with the design related to the numerical features of the word of God. Part 2
presents the spiritual significance and connotations of numbers



SE-303.1 -

Exposition of Revelations: presents a 4 step approach; preterist interpretation, historical
interpretation, spiritualizing interpretation, futurist interpretation



SE-306.1 -

Biblical Prophecy: presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy



SE-310.1 - Paul - the Apostle: presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul



SE-322.1 - Prayer of Jabez: presents a powerful production of ministry and the anointing of saints
worldwide



SE-324.1 - Smith Wigglesworth: presents a man of faith who brought the Pentecostal movement into
the 20th century. Describes how to conduct a ministry with healings and miracles following
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SPECIALIZED EDUCATION - 10020 continued



SE-326.1 - Holy Spirit and the Bible: presents the integration and importance of the Holy Spirit within
the Bible



SE-328.1 - He gave Pastors: presents a comprehensive pastoral guide by 20 ministers. Describes
insights into personal and devotional lives, legal affairs, counseling, resumes and other
aspects of pastoring



SE-330.1 - What the Bible says about the Holy Spirit: presents a commentary and what the Bible
teaches about the Holy Spirit and His work



SE-420.1 - Ministerial Ethics: presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian
and scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



SE-422.1 - Bible Doctrines - A Pentecostal Perspective: presents how to separate fact from fiction with
in 16 major doctrines of the Word. Includes index, glossary and appendix



SE-424.1 - Knowing the Doctrines of the Bible: describes 47 doctrines within 11 sections. Subtopics
include; the nature of God, origin of man, fact of sin, offices of Christ, atonement, destiny of
the wicked, justification, sanctification and death



SE-430.1 - Missions in the Age of the Spirit: describes the development of missions throughout the
scripture from the early church to the modern church



SE-432.1 - Our Destiny: presents various theories of Jesus’ return, post, mid and pre-tribulation while
examining what the Bible has to say about end time events



SE-500.1 - Person to Person Ministry: presents a Christ-centered approach to nurturing the believers
spiritual life and confronting problems through exercising faith in Christ and His word within
“person to person soul care”



SE-501.1 - House of Cards: a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense
Psychology



SE-502.1 - Psychology and the Church: presents the background of psychological counseling
theories utilized by Christians, the absorption into Christian practices and the concerns
about integrating psychology with the bible



SE-503.1 - Competent to Minister: presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they
minister God’s grace through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help



SE-504.1 - End of Christian Psychology: describes and analyzes major psychological theories
influencing Christian that is questionable at best to its detrimental effects upon and
throughout the church

continued

Degree Programs - Doctorate
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SPECIALIZED EDUCATION - 10020 continued

Total Examinations: varies upon selection of courses
Required Elements


SE-NR-10020 - note research submissions



SE-T-10020 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exams / note research

Required Submission Total: varies upon selection of courses
Payment Plans: *1. 100%

*2. 50%

3. Pay-As-You-Go

* additional discount applies

DOCTORATE - THEOLOGICAL STUDIES - 30077
This program provides an in depth study of the Bible from Genesis to Revelations in addition to; main
doctrines of Christianity, chronological sequencing of the Bible, historical stages of Israel, parables of
Jesus, miracles and prophecies of the Bible, 613 Old Testament commands as well as 300 important Biblical
characters.
Included within your text is: Bible handbook, Commentary, Topical Fact-Finder, Theological Manual,
History text, Illustrated Encyclopedia, Cross Reference Guide and Archaeological Updates
Total Examinations: 9


DT-NR-30077- note research submissions



DT-D-30077 - dissertation submitted following completion of all exams/ note research
Required Total Submissions: 19
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discounts apply
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PHD - PASTORAL STUDIES - 40070

This 5 course program provides an in depth study into the importance of Pastoring. From the Calling of God
to the congregation into all areas of the Pastors life. Courses included are; Ministerial Ethics, Understanding
and Pastoring Supernaturally, Pastoring the Pastor, He gave Pastors and the Pastor’s Best Friend. This
comprehensive study includes note research and a dissertation.

Total Examinations: 10



PHD-PS-NR-40070 - note research submissions
PHD-PS-D-40070 - dissertation submitted following completion of all exams/ note research
Required Total Submissions: 21
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discounts apply
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DEGREE PROGRAMS WITH ORDINATION

ASSOCIATE DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES / ORDINATION 80010-70033
This Associate program provides an in-depth study of Biblical history, maps and time lines covering the
entire Bible. Also, included are archaeological discovery outlines, historical notes and data, as well as the
epitome of church history. This program also includes note research submissions and a thesis.


ABS-052.1 - presents an in-depth study of Biblical history, time lines and maps covering Genesis to
Revelation



ABS-102.1. -presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discover outlines, historical data and
epitome of church history



ABS-NR-80010- note research submissions



ABS-T-80010 - Thesis: Submitted following completion of all exams / note research

"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”


O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures,
scriptural references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special
occasions within a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all ordination exams / note research
Required Combined Submission Total: 34
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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BACHELORS DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES / ORDINATION 90010 -70033
Our Bachelors Program includes an in-depth study covering the Spirit at Pentecost, the Disciples baptism,
Acts as "teach theology," the basics regarding the baptism of the Holy Spirit, teaching of Jesus, the origin of
the Bible, Flavius Josephus along with New Testament first century Christianity and an exposition of Revelations. The program includes note research submissions and a thesis.


BBS-101.1 - presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at Pentecost and
the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



BBS-104.1 - designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



BBS-105.1 - presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New Testament.
Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



BBS-202.1 - presents a scholarly, concise, clear yet simple way to study the origin of the Bible as we
currently have it. Overview of ancient manuscripts with added discussions regarding Bible
preservation



BBS-203.1 - presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source of the entire
biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



BBS-303.1 - Exposition of Revelations: presents a 4 step approach; preterist interpretation, historical
interpretation, spiritualizing interpretation and futurist interpretation



BBS-NR-90010 - note research submissions



BBS-T-90010 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within
a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research
Required Combined Submission Total: 28
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50%

3. Pay-As-You-Go

* additional discount applies
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BACHELORS DEGREE - BIBLICAL STUDIES - HOLY SPIRIT/ORDINATION 90020-70033
This Bachelors Program is an in-depth Biblical study with the emphasis on the Holy Spirit. There are
a total of five (5) courses about the Holy Spirit with the 6th course of knowing and understanding
ministerial ethics. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.


BBS-HS-101.1 - presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



BBS-HS-104.1 - designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



BBS-HS-105.1 - presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



BBS-HS-326.1 - presents the integration and importance of the Holy Spirit within the Bible



BBS-HS-330.1 - presents a commentary and what the Bible teaches about the Holy Spirit and His
work



BBS-HS-420.1 - presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



BBS-HS-NR-90020 - note research submissions



BBS-HS-T-90020 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions

"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”


O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions
within a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research

Required Combined Submission Total: 28
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies

Degree Programs with Ordination - Bachelors
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BACHELORS DEGREE - CUSTOMIZED STUDIES/ ORDINATION 90030 -70033
This Bachelors program is designed for the student who wants to personalize their course topics by choosing
any six (6) courses offered. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.



BCS-101.1 -

presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



BCS-102.1 -

presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discover outlines, historical
data and epitome of church history



BCS-103.1 -

presents an examination of God’s character as revealed through fifteen names used
to describe Him in the Bible



BCS-104.1 -

designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



BCS-105.1 -

presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



BCS-203.1 -

presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source
of the entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



BCS-306.1 -

presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy



BCS-310.1 -

presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul



BCS-420.1 -

presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



BCS -422.1 -



BCS-501.1 -

presents how to separate fact from fiction within 16 major doctrines of the Word.
Includes index, glossary and appendix
a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense Psychology



BCS-503.1 -

presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they minister God’s grace
through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help

Required Elements


BCS-NR-90030 - note research submissions



BCS-T-90030 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions

"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”

Degree Programs with Ordination - Bachelors
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BACHELORS DEGREE - CUSTOMIZED STUDIES/ ORDINATION 90030 -70033 continued



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within a
respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research

Required Combined Submission Total: varies upon courses selected
Payment Plans: *1. 100%

*2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go

* additional discount applies
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MASTERS DEGREE - BIBLICAL COUNSELING / ORDINATION 10010-70033
Our Masters Program in Biblical Counselling covers a wide range of psychological issues for Christians
inside and out of the church setting. Some of the topics covered are; scripture based model for counselling
versus Christian psychologists, perspectives related to psycho-therapists, the infiltration of psychology and
the Bible, how to "care for souls," and the analogy of major psychological theories influencing Christians
with the importance of ending Christian psychology within the Church. This program includes ordination,
note research submissions and a thesis.


MBC-201.1 - presents in depth perspectives related to Psycho-Heresy



MBC-500.1 - presents counselling movements within the church; advantages, dis-advantages
with scriptural references



MBC-501.1 - presents in depth perspectives related to psycho-therapists, research training through
classical/avoidance conditioning to “eclectic” therapists



MBC-502.1 - presents in depth study related to the infiltration of psychology and the Church



MBC-503.1 - presents in depth study about how to “care for souls.”



MBC-504.1 - presents in depth study about the end of Christian psychology



MBC-NR-10010 - note research submissions



MBC-T-10010 - Thesis: submitted following completion of exams / note research
"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within a
respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research
Required Combined Submission Total: 28
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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10015-

70033

This Masters Program is an in-depth Biblical study with the emphasis on the Holy Spirit. There are a total
of five (5) courses about the Holy Spirit with the final course of knowing and understanding ministerial
ethics. This comprehensive study includes ordination, note research and a thesis.


MBS-HS-101.1 - presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



MBS-HS-104.1 - designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



MBS-HS-105.1 - presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



MBS-HS-326.1 - presents the integration and importance of the Holy Spirit within the Bible



MBS-HS-330.1 - presents a commentary and what the Bible teaches about the Holy Spirit and His
work



MBS-HS-420.1 - presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



MBS-HS-NR-10015 - note research submissions



MBS-HS-T-10015- Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions
within a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research

Required Combined Submission Total: 28
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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MASTERS DEGREE - CUSTOMIZED STUDIES / ORDINATION 10018-70033
This Masters program is designed for the student who wants to personalize their course topics by choosing
any six (6) courses offered. This comprehensive study includes note research and a thesis.


MCS-101.1 -

presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



MCS-102.1 -

presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discover outlines, historical
data and epitome of church history



MCS-103.1 -

presents an examination of God’s character as revealed through fifteen names used
to describe Him in the Bible



MCS-104.1 -

designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit



MCS-105.1 -

presents a complete understanding of life of Jesus and teachings in the New
Testament. Over 177 references from Old Testament prophecies



MCS-203.1 -

presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source
of the entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



MCS-306.1 -

presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy



MCS-310.1 -

presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul



MCS-420.1 -

presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and
scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



MCS -422.1 -



MCS-501.1 -

presents how to separate fact from fiction within 16 major doctrines of the Word.
Includes index, glossary and appendix
a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense Psychology



MCS-503.1 -

presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they minister God’s grace
through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help

Required Element


MCS-NR-10018- note research submissions



MCS-T-10018 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research submissions
"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within
a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point

continued
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MASTERS DEGREE - CUSTOMIZED STUDIES /ORDINATION 10018-70033
continued



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research
Required Submission Total: varies upon courses selected
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50% 3. Pay-As-You-Go
* additional discount applies
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SPECIALIZED EDUCATION / ORDINATION 10020 -70033
This program is designed for the student who wants to personalize their course topics by choosing any 7
courses offered. This expansive covering program offers the educational platform for those who want a
Specialized Degree in Education. This degree is worth more in than a Master’s.
Choose seven (7) courses from the following list:


SE-101.1 - Acts of the Apostles: presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the
Spirit at Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit



SE-102.1 - Bible Handbook & Commentaries: presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological
discover outlines, historical data and epitome of church history



SC-103.1 - Devotional; Names of God - presents an examination of God’s character as revealed
through fifteen names used to describe Him in the Bible



SE-104.1 - Baptism of the Holy Spirit Handbook: designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on
the baptism of the Holy Spirit



SC-105.1 - Harmonic Gospels: presents an understanding of the life of Jesus and His teachings in the
New Testament while providing over 177 Old Testament references



SE-203.1 - Josephus: presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source of the
entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity



SE-205.1 - Numbers in Scripture: presents a guide to the study of Biblical Numerology or Numerics



SE-303.1 - Exposition of Revelations: presents a 4 step approach; preterist interpretation, historical
interpretation, spiritualizing interpretation, futurist interpretation



SE-306.1 - Biblical Prophecy: presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy



SE-310.1 - Paul - the Apostle: presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul



SE-322.1 - Prayer of Jabez: presents a powerful production of ministry and the anointing of saints
worldwide



SE-324.1 - Smith Wigglesworth: presents a man of faith who brought the Pentecostal movement into
the 20th century. Describes how to conduct a ministry with healings and miracles following

SE-326.1 - Holy Spirit and the Bible: presents the integration and importance of the Holy Spirit within
the Bible
 SE-328.1 - He gave Pastors: presents a comprehensive pastoral guide by 20 ministers. Describes in
sights into personal and devotional lives, legal affairs, counseling, resumes and other aspects
of pastoring




SE-330.1 - What the Bible says about the Holy Spirit: presents a commentary and what the Bible
teaches about the Holy Spirit and His work



SE-420.1 - Ministerial Ethics: presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian
and scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry



SE-422.1 - Bible Doctrines - A Pentecostal Perspective: presents how to separate fact from fiction with
in 16 major doctrines of the Word. Includes index, glossary and appendix
continued
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SPECIALIZED EDUCATION / ORDINATION 10020 -70033 continued


SE-424.1 - Knowing the Doctrines of the Bible: describes 47 doctrines within 11 sections. Subtopics
include; the nature of God, origin of man, fact of sin, office



SE-426.1 - Growing World’s Largest Church: describes the development of a small church to one of
the biggest



SE-428.1 - Best Friend of A Pastor: presents the importance of support and companionship



SE-501.1 - House of Cards: a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense
psychotherapy or integrate it’s theories into Christianity



SE-503.1 - Competent to Minister: presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they
minister God’s grace through Biblical conversation, prayer and practical help

Required Elements


SE-NR-10020 - note research submissions



SE-T-10020 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exams / note research

"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within
a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research
Required Combined Submission Total: varies upon selection of courses
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50%

3. Pay-As-You-Go

* additional discount applies
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DOCTORATE - THEOLOGICAL STUDIES / ORDINATION 30077-70033
This program provides an in depth study of the Bible from Genesis to Revelations in addition to; main
doctrines of Christianity, chronological sequencing of the Bible, historical stages of Israel, parables of
Jesus, miracles and prophecies of the Bible, 613 Old Testament commands as well as 300 important
Biblical characters.
Included within your text is: Bible handbook, Commentary, Topical Fact-Finder, Theological Manual,
History text, Illustrated Encyclopedia, Cross Reference Guide and Archaeological Updates


DT-NR-30077 - note research submissions



DT-D-30077 - Dissertation submitted following completion of all exams/ note research

"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”


O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within
a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all ordination exams / note research
Required Combined Submission Total: 24
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50%

3. Pay-As-You-Go

* additional discount applies
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PHD - PASTORAL STUDIES / ORDINATION 40070-70033
This course program provides an in depth study into the importance of Pastoring. From the Calling of God to
the congregation into all areas of the Pastors life. Courses included are; Ministerial Ethics, Understanding and
Pastoring Supernaturally, Pastoring the Pastor, He gave Pastors and the Pastor’s Best Friend. This comprehensive program includes note research and a dissertation.




PHD-PS-NR-40070 - note research submissions
PHD-PS-D-40070 - dissertation submitted following completion of all exams/ note research

"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”



O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions within
a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all Ordination exams / note research
Required Combined Submission Total: 25
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50%

3. Pay-As-You-Go

* additional discount applies

Ordination Separate - Registry-Renewals
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ORDINATION - SEPARATE - 70033
"Ordination should be applied as a personal, special commitment between God and the
individual. It is truly one of the most high callings.”


O-301.1 - designed for preparation for ministers, new or experienced in learning procedures, scriptural
references, ceremonies, appropriate sayings and suggested length for special occasions
in a respected conservative fundamental Christian view point



O-309.1 - designed to give the student information on tax laws and establishing ministry, principles,
church structures and what is necessary for construction of ministries



O-NR-70033 - note research submissions



O-T-70033 - Thesis: submitted following completion of all exam / note research
Required Submission Total: 5
Payment Plans: *1. 100% *2. 50%
*additional discounts apply

ORDINATION REGISTRY - 70040
Our Ordination Registry offers a service to those who want their Ordination, with or without license, to be
listed with the DLSM Registry. The benefits for the registrant are:
- choosing amount of information listed Ex: name, address, church, ministry, contact information.
For those who want to utilize catalogued numbers only - this option is available
- a reputable list of Ordination recipients for those seeking to review legitimacy of Ordination status
Ex: state, organizations, businesses, ministries
1) verification online at the DLSM Registry Site
2) verification via mail, email or fax from DLSM Administrative Office to requesting party
3) verification via telephone from the DLSM Administrative Office
- marketing tool to advertise the services the Ordained individual offers
Payment Plans - 1. 100%

ORDINATION RENEWALS - 70050
We understand that Ordination is considered a lifetime. However, there are times in the ministry when
someone needs a renewal or in other words, a refreshing of their Ordination either for personal reasons or to
obtain an Ordination license in a particular state. Upon receiving all requirements, new Ordination
documentation is filed in the DLSM Ordination Department with the original sent to the individual seeking
this service.
Payment Plans - 1. 100%

Standard Courses - Category
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STANDARD COURSES - CATEGORY
Upon completion of your standard course category, your grade along with any credits received will be kept
in the Registrar’s office for future transferring credits towards one of the DLSM Degree Programs.
CHURCH & PSYCHOLOGY
An in-depth study about the use of psychology within churches today. It’s effects, and how to prepare and
assist others God’s way as Christians caring for souls. This 6 bundle category provides the following
courses;


6 Course Bundle - SCC-CPX6BF

1. Biblical Counseling and Psycho-heresy: presents the need to establish a pure scripture based model
for counseling versus Christian psychologist’s whose practice is modeled on the concepts and
procedures of secular psychotherapy
2. Person to Person Ministry: presents a Christ-centered approach to nurturing the believers
spiritual life and confronting problems through exercising faith in Christ and His word
within “person to person soul care”
3. House of Cards: a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense Psychology
4. Psychology and the Church: presents the background of psychological counseling theories utilized by
Christians, the absorption into Christian practices and the concerns about integrating psychology with
the Bible
5. Competent to Minister: presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they minister
God’s grace through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help
6. End of Christian Psychology: describes and analyzes major psychological theories influencing
Christians that is questionable at best to its detrimental effects upon the church
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________



3 Course Bundle - SCC-CPX3B

A study about the use of psychology within churches today. It’s effects, and how to prepare and assist others
God’s way as Christians caring for souls. Choose your 3 course bundle selection.
1. Person to Person Ministry / House of Cards / Psychology and the Church
2. House of Cards / Psychology and the Church / Competent to Minister
3. End of Christian Psychology / Competent to Minister / Person to Person Ministry
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go

Standard Courses - Category
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CHURCH & PSYCHOLOGY continued


2 Course Bundle - SCC-CPX2B

A study about the use of psychology within churches today, it’s effects, and how to prepare and assist others
God’s way as Christians caring for souls. Choose your 2 course bundle selection.
1. Person to Person Ministry / House of Cards
2. Psychology and the Church / Competent to Minister
3. Competent to Minister / End of Christian Psychology
4. Person to Person Ministry / Psychology and the Church
5. House of Cards / End of Christian Psychology
6. Competent to Minister / Person to Person Ministry
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go

______________________________________________

DOCTRINES / COMMENTARIES


Full Bundle / 4 Courses - SCC-DCX4BF

This in-depth study researches the importance of Biblical doctrines from various viewpoints along with
presentational commentaries. This 4 bundle category provides the following courses:
1. Bible Handbook & Commentaries: presents Biblical historical notes, facts,
archaeological discover outlines, historical data and epitome of church history
2. Smith Wigglesworth: presents a man of faith who brought the Pentecostal movement into the 20th
century. Describes how to conduct a ministry with healings and miracles following
3. Bible Doctrines - A Pentecostal Perspective: presents how to separate fact from fiction within 16
major doctrines of the Word. Includes index, glossary and appendix
4. Knowing the Doctrines of the Bible: describes 47 doctrines within 11 sections. Subtopics include; the
nature of God, origin of man, fact of sin, offices of Christ, atonement, destiny of the wicked, justification, sanctification and death
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go

Standard Courses - Category
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DOCTRINES / COMMENTARIES continued


3 Course Bundle - SCC-DCX3B

This study researches the importance of Biblical doctrines from various viewpoints along with presentational
commentaries. This 3 bundle category provides the following courses:
1. Bible and Commentaries / Smith Wigglesworth / Knowing Doctrines of the Bible
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________


2 Course Bundle - SCC-DCX2B

This study researches the importance of Biblical doctrines from various viewpoints along with presentational
commentaries. This 2 bundle category provides the following courses:
1. Bible & Commentaries / Smith Wigglesworth
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________

HOLY SPIRIT


Full Bundle / 4 Courses - SCC-HSX4BF

In depth study about the presence of God / Holy Spirit within Biblical timelines through out the generations.
This 4 category bundle includes the following courses:
1.

Baptism - Holy Spirit: designed to answer 37 basic questions people have on the baptism of the Holy
Spirit

2. Acts of the Apostles: presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the Spirit at
Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit
3. What the Bible says about the Holy Spirit: presents a commentary and what the Bible teaches about the
Holy Spirit and His work
4. Missions in the Age of the Spirit: describes the development of missions throughout the scriptures from
the early church to the modern church
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
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HOLY SPIRIT continued


3 Course Bundle - SCC-HSX3B

Study about the presence of God / Holy Spirit within Biblical timelines throughout the generations. This 3
bundle category include the following courses:
1. Baptism Holy Spirit / Acts of the Apostles / Bible says about the Holy Spirit
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________


2 Course Bundle - SCC-HS2XB

Study about the presence of God / Holy Spirit within Biblical timelines throughout the generations. Choose
your 2 course bundle selection.
1. Baptism - Holy Spirit / Acts of the Apostles
2. Acts of Apostles / Bible says about Holy Spirit
3. Bible says about Holy Spirit / Baptism - Holy Spirit
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________

PROPHETIC


Full Bundle / 3 Courses - SCC-PX3BF

This in depth study covers the purpose of prophecies and Biblical interpretations, a 4 step approach to
revelations and various theories about the return of Jesus.
1. Studies of Revelations: presents a 4 step approach; preterist interpretation, historical
interpretation, spiritualizing interpretation, futurist interpretation
2. Biblical Prophecy: presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy
3. Our Destiny: presents various theories of Jesus’ return, post, mid and pre-tribulation while
examining what the Bible has to say about end time events
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go

Standard Courses - Category
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PROPHETIC continued


2 Course Bundle - SCC-PX2B

This study covers the purpose of prophecies and Biblical interpretations, a 4 step approach to revelations and
various theories about the return of Jesus. Choose your 2 course selection.
1. Studies in Revelation / Biblical Prophecy
2. Biblical Prophecy / Our Destiny
3. Our Destiny / Studies in Revelation
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________

RELIGIONS & OVERVIEWS


1 Course - SCC-VRO1X

This 1 course study presents information on new age cults, religions and groups. Discusses the “need to
know” information that Christians should be aware of if they choose to minister to our current world
1. New Age Cults & Overviews
______________________________________________

VARIOUS STUDIES


Full Bundle / 8 Courses - SCC-VSX8BF

This developed course provides courses from our topical library from the Holy names of God, prayer of
Jabez, the gospels, how we got the Bible, the importance of numbers in scripture, the Apostle Paul to He gave
pastors and ministerial ethics. More information about this 8 bundle category;
1. Devotional; Names of God - presents an examination of God’s character as revealed through fifteen
names used to describe Him in the Bible
2. Harmonic Gospels: presents an understanding of the life of Jesus and His teachings in the New
Testament while providing over 177 Old Testament references
3. How We Got the Bible: presents ancient manuscripts and discussions on how the Bible has been
preserved and handed down throughout generations
4. Numbers in Scripture: presents a guide to the study of Biblical Numerology or Numerics. Part 1 deals
with the design related to the numerical features of the word of God. Part 2 presents the spiritual
significance and connotations of numbers

Standard Courses-Category

Vo lu me : cpc-16 /17
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VARIOUS STUDIES - SCC-VSX8BF continued
5. Paul - the Apostle: presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul
6. Prayer of Jabez: presents a powerful production of ministry and the anointing of saints worldwide
7. He gave Pastors: presents a comprehensive pastoral guide by 20 ministers. Describes insights into
personal and devotional lives, legal affairs, counseling, resumes and other aspects of pastoring
8. Ministerial Ethics: presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian and scriptural,
church doctrine and practical ministry
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
______________________________________________



6 Course Bundle - SCC-VSX6B

This study provides courses from our topical library from the Holy names of God, prayer of Jabez, the
gospels, how we got the Bible, the importance of numbers in scripture, the Apostle Paul to He gave pastors
and Ministerial ethics. Choose your 6 course bundle selection;
1. Devotional; Names of God / Harmonic Gospels / How we got the Bible / Numbers in Scripture / Paul The Apostle / Prayer of Jabez
2. Numbers in Scripture / Paul - The Apostle / Prayer of Jabez / He gave Pastors / Ministerial Ethics /
Harmonic Gospels
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go

______________________________________________


3 Course Bundle - SCC-VSX3B

This study provides courses from our topical library from the Holy names of God, prayer of Jabez, the
gospels, how we go the Bible, the importance of numbers in scripture, the Apostle Paul to He gave pastors
and Ministerial ethics. Choose your 3 course bundle selection;
1. Devotional; Names of God / How we got the Bible / Paul - The Apostle
2. Harmonic Gospels / Numbers in Scripture / Prayers of Jabez
3. How we got the Bible / Ministerial Ethics / He gave Pastors
Payment Plans - category 3. Pay-as-you-go
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WRITINGS OF ANTIQUITY - SCC-WA1X
This 1 course study presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source
of the entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity
1. Josephus
Payment Plans -1. 100%
STANDARD COURSES - SEPARATE
Upon completion of your standard courses, your grade along with any credits received will be kept in the
Registrar’s office for future transferring credits into one of the DLSM Degree Programs.


SC-101.1 - Acts of the Apostles: presents the position that Acts is “teach theology” as it describes the
Spirit at Pentecost and the disciples baptism in the Holy Spirit
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-102.1 - Bible Handbook & Commentaries: presents Biblical historical notes, facts, archaeological discovery outlines, historical data and epitome of church history
Payment Plans -1 . 100%



SC-103.1 - Devotional; Names of God - presents an examination of God’s character as revealed
through fifteen names used to describe Him in the Bible
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-104.1 - Baptism of the Holy Spirit Handbook: designed to answer 37 basic questions people
have on the baptism of the Holy Spirit
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-105.1 - Harmonic Gospels: presents an understanding of the life of Jesus and His teachings in the
New Testament while providing over 177 Old Testament references
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-201.1 - Biblical Counseling and Psycho-heresy: presents the need to establish a pure scripturebased model for counseling versus Christian psychologist’s whose practice is modeled on
the concepts and procedures of secular psychotherapy
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-202.1 - How We Got the Bible: presents ancient manuscripts and discussions on how the Bible has
been preserved and handed down to generations
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-203.1 - Josephus: presents Flavius Josephus as one of the most important historical source of the
entire biblical era and some New Testament during first century Christianity
Payment Plans -1. 100%
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Standard Courses - Separate
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STANDARD COURSES - SEPARATE continued


SC-204.1 - New Age Cults & Religions: presents information on new age cults, religions and groups.
Discusses the “need to know” information that Christians should be aware of if they choose
to minister to our current world
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-205.1 - Numbers in Scripture: presents a guide to the study of Biblical Numerology or Numerics.
Part 1 deals with the design related to the numerical features of the word of God. Part 2
presents the spiritual significance and connotations of numbers
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-303.1 - Studies in Revelations: presents a 4 step approach; preterist interpretation, historical
interpretation, spiritualizing interpretation, futurist interpretation
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-306.1 - Biblical Prophecy: presents the purpose of prophecy and interpreting biblical prophecy
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-310.1 - Apostle Paul: presents an everyday walk through Acts and the Epistles of Paul
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-322.1 - Prayer of Jabez: presents a powerful production of ministry and the anointing of saints
worldwide
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-324.1 - Smith Wigglesworth: presents a man of faith who brought the Pentecostal movement into
the 20th century. Describes how to conduct a ministry with healings and miracles following
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-328.1 - He gave Pastors: presents a comprehensive pastoral guide by 20 ministers. Describes
insights into personal and devotional lives, legal affairs, counseling, resumes and other
aspects of pastoring
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-330.1 - What the Bible says about the Holy Spirit: presents a commentary and what the Bible
teaches about the Holy Spirit and His work
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-420.1 - Ministerial Ethics: presents questions and answers in 3 featured areas of ethics; Christian
and scriptural, church doctrine and practical ministry
Payment Plans -1. 100%
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STANDARD COURSES - SEPARATE continued



SC-422.1 - Bible Doctrines - A Pentecostal Perspective: presents how to separate fact from fiction
within 16 major doctrines of the Word. Includes index, glossary and appendix
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-424.1 - Knowing the Doctrines of the Bible: describes 47 doctrines within 11 sections. Subtopics
include; the nature of God, origin of man, fact of sin, offices of Christ, atonement, destiny of
the wicked, justification, sanctification and death
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-430.1 - Missions in the Age of the Spirit: describes the development of missions throughout the
scripture from the early church to the modern church
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-432.1 - Our Destiny: presents various theories of Jesus’ return, post, mid and pre-tribulation while
examining what the Bible has to say about end time events
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-500.1 - Person to Person Ministry: presents a Christ-centered approach to nurturing the believers
spiritual life and confronting problems through exercising faith in Christ and His word within
“person to person soul care”
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-501.1 - House of Cards: a secular presentation as to why Christians shouldn’t use or dispense
Psychology
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-502.1 - Psychology and the Church: presents the background of psychological counseling
theories utilized by Christians, the absorption into Christian practices and the concerns about
integrating psychology with the bible
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-503.1 - Competent to Minister: presents effective ways Christ works through believers as they
minister God’s grace through biblical conversation, prayer and practical help
Payment Plans -1. 100%



SC-504.1 - End of Christian Psychology: describes and analyzes major psychological theories
influencing Christians that is questionable at best to its detrimental effects upon and
throughout the church
Payment Plans -1. 100%

Tuition & Payment Plans - Associate / Bachelors
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Where Student Availability & Affordability Meet
See more discounts at DLSM Gift-Ed Tuition Store


ASSOCIATE - Biblical Studies - 80010



ASSOCIATE - Biblical Studies /Ordination
80010-70033

Tuition: $599.95 was $ 799.95

Tuition: $922.45 was $ 969.95

Payment Plans:
1. 100% - $581.95

Payment Plans:
1. 100% - $ 894.45

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Paid-in-Full Plan

Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $587.95

2. 50% - $904.00

Discount applies when you enroll with $293.98

Discount applies when you enroll with $452.00

with 50% Plan. $293.96 due at student’s

50% Plan. $452.00 due at student’s midterm

midterm
3. Pay-As-You-Go - $922.45
3. Pay-As-You-Go - $599.95

Enroll with $145.95 with 1 payment of $110.98

Enroll with $145.95 with 4 payments of

and 6 payments of $110.92

$113.50
_______________________________________________


BACHELORS - Biblical Studies - 90010



BACHELORS - Biblical Studies /Ordination
90010-70033

Tuition: $1,455.95 was $1,528.75

Tuition: $1,824.95 was $1,916.20

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $ 1,412.27

1. 100% - $1,770.20

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Paid-in-Full Plan

Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $ 1,426.84

2. 50% - $1,788.45

Discount applies when you enroll with $713.42

Discount applies when you enroll with $894.23

with 50% Plan. $713.42 due at student’s

with 50% Plan. $894.22 due at student’s

midterm

midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 1,455.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 10 payments of
$131.00

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $1,824.95
Enroll with $145..95 with 10 payments of
$167.90

Tuition & Payment Plans - Bachelors
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BACHELORS - Biblical Studies - Holy Spirit
90020
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BACHELORS - Biblical Studies - Holy Spirit /
Ordination 90020-70033

Tuition: $1,455.95 was $1,528.75

Tuition: $1,824.95 was $1,916.20

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $ 1,412.27

1. 100% - $1,770.20

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Paid-in-Full Plan

Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $ 1,426.84

2. 50% - $1,788.45

Discount applies when you enroll with $713.42

Discount applies when you enroll with $894.23

with 50% Plan. $713.42 due at student’s

with 50% Plan. $894.22 due at student’s

midterm

midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 1,455.95

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $1,824.95

Enroll with $ 145.95 with 10 payments of

Enroll with $145..95 with 10 payments of

$131.00

$167.90
_______________________________________________



BACHELORS - Customized Studies 90030



BACHELORS - Customized Studies / Ordination
90030-70033

Tuition: $1,455.95 was $1,528.75

Tuition: $1,824.95 was $1,916.20

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $ 1,412.27

1. 100% - $1,770.20

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Paid-in-Full Plan

Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $ 1,426.84

2. 50% - $1,788.45

Discount applies when you enroll with $713.42

Discount applies when you enroll with $894.23

with 50% Plan. $713.42 due at student’s

with 50% Plan. $894.22 due at student’s

midterm

midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 1,455.95

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $1,824.95

Enroll with $ 145.95 with 10 payments of

Enroll with $145..95 with 10 payments of

$131.00

$167.90
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MASTERS - Biblical Counseling /



Ordination 10010-70033

Tuition: $2,224.95 was $2,336.20

Tuition: $2,594.95 was $ 2,753.69

Payment Plans:
1. 100% - $ 2,158.20

Payment Plans:

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

1. 100% - $ 2,517.00

Paid-in-Full Plan

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%
Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $ 2,180.45
Discount applies when you enroll with

,

2. 50% - $ 2,543.05

$1,090.23 with 50% Plan. $1,090.22 due at

Discount applies when you enroll with

student’s midterm

$ 1,271.53 with 50% Plan. $1,271.52 due at
student’s midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,224.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 12 payments of
$ 173.25

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,594.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 1 payment of
$188.44 and 12 payments of $188.38

_______________________________________________



MASTERS - Biblical Studies - Holy Spirit -



MASTERS - Biblical Studies - Holy Spirit /
Ordination 10015-70033

10015

Tuition: $2,224.95 was $2,336.20

Tuition: $2,594.95 was $ 2,753.69

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $ 2,158.20

1. 100% - $ 2,517.00

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Paid-in-Full Plan

Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $ 2,180.45

,

2. 50% - $ 2,543.05

Discount applies when you enroll with

Discount applies when you enroll with

$1,090.23 with 50% Plan. $1,090.22 due at

$ 1,271.53 with 50% Plan. $1,271.52 due at

student’s midterm

student’s midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,224.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 12 payments of
$ 173.25

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,594.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 1 payment of
$188.44 and 12 payments of $188.38
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Tuition & Payment Plans - Masters / Specialized Education



MASTERS - Customized Studies 10018
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MASTERS - Customized Studies / Ordination
10018-70033

Tuition: $2,224.95 was $2,336.20

Tuition: $2,594.95 was $ 2,753.69

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $ 2,158.20

1. 100% - $ 2,517.00

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%

Paid-in-Full Plan

Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $ 2,180.45

,

2. 50% - $ 2,543.05

Discount applies when you enroll with

Discount applies when you enroll with

$1,090.23 with 50% Plan. $1,090.22 due at

$ 1,271.53 with 50% Plan. $1,271.52 due at

student’s midterm

student’s midterm
3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,594.95

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,224.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 12 payments of

Enroll with $ 145.95 with 1 payment of
$188.44 and 12 payments of $188.38

_______________________________________________

 SPECIALIZED EDUCATION -10020



SPECIALIZED EDUCATION / Ordination
10020-70033

Tuition: $2,224.95 was $2,336.20
Payment Plans:
1. 100% - $2,158.20
Discount applies when you enroll with 100%
Paid-in-Full Plan
2. 50% - $2,180.45
Discount applies when you enroll with
$1,090.23 with 50% Plan. $1,090.22 due at
student’s midterm
3. Pay-As-You-Go - $2,224.95
Enroll with $ 145.95 with 12 payments of
$173.25

Tuition: $2,594.95 was $ 2,753.69
Payment Plans:
1. 100% - $2,517.10
Discount applies when you enroll with 100%
Paid-in-Full Plan
2. 50% - $2,543.05
Discount applies when you enroll with
$1,271.53 with 50% Plan. $1,271.52 due at
student’s midterm
3. Pay-As-You-Go - $2,594.95
Enroll with $145.95 with 1 payment of $188.44
and 12 payments of $188.38

Tuition & Payment Plans - Doctorate / Ordination
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DOCTORATE - Theology - 30077
Tuition: $2,745.95 was $ 2,884.95
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DOCTORATE - Theology / Ordination - 3007770033

Tuition: $3,144.75 was $ 3,200.00

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $2,663.57

1. 100% - $3,050.41

Discount applies when you enroll with

Discount applies when you enroll with

100% Paid-in-Full Plan

100% Paid-in-Full Plan
2. 50% - $3,081.85

2. 50% - $2,691.03

Discount applies when you enroll with

Discount applies when you enroll with

$1,540.93 with 50% Plan. $1,540.92

$1,345.52 with 50% Plan. $1,345.51 due

due at student’s midterm

at student’s midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $3,144.75

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,745.95

Enroll with $145.95 with 15 payments of

Enroll with $ 145.95 with 1 payment of

$199.92

$185.77 and 13 payments of $185.71

_______________________________________________


PHD - Pastoral Studies - 40070
Tuition: $2,745.95 was $ 2,884.95



PHD - Pastoral Studies / Ordination - 40070 -70033
Tuition: $3,144.75 was $ 3,200.00

Payment Plans:

Payment Plans:

1. 100% - $2,663.57

1. 100% - $3,050.41

Discount applies when you enroll with

Discount applies when you enroll with

100% Paid-in-Full Plan

100% Paid-in-Full Plan

2. 50% - $2,691.03

2. 50% - $3,081.85

Discount applies when you enroll with

Discount applies when you enroll with

$1,345.52 with 50% Plan. $1,345.51 due

$1,540.93 with 50% Plan. $1,540.92

at student’s midterm

due at student’s midterm

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 2,745.95

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $3,144.75

Enroll with $ 145.95 with 1 payment of

Enroll with $145.95 with 15 payments of

$185.77 and 13 payments of $185.71

$199.92

Tuition & Payment Plans - Ordination / Standard Courses - Category
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ORDINATION - REGISTRY / RENEWALS

ORDINATION - 70033



ORDINATION REGISTRY - 70040

Tuition: $399.95 was $464.95

1. $ 39.95 - 1 year

Payment Plans:

2. $ 59.95 - 2 years

1. 100% - $379.96

3. $ 89.95 - 3 years

Discount applies when you enroll with 100%
Paid-in-Full Plan


2. 50% - $389.96
Discount applies when you enroll with
$194.98 with 50% Plan. $194.88 due at
student’s midterm

ORDINATION RENEWALS - 70050
1. $ 39.95 - 1 year
2. $ 69.95 - 2 years
3. $ 99.95 - 3 years

3. Pay-As-You-Go - $ 399.95
Enroll with $145.95 with 2 payments of
$127.00
_______________________________________________

STANDARD COURSES - CATEGORY


CHURCH & PSYCHOLOGY - SCC-CPX6BF
Tuition: $1,007.30 was $1,144.70
Full Bundle / 6 courses
Payment Plans: Pay-as-you-Go



Enroll with $189.95 with 5 payments of $163.47

CHURCH & PSYCHOLOGY - SCC-CPX3B
Tuition: $540.99 was $569.85
3 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: Pay-as-you-Go



Enroll with $189.95 with 2 payments of $175.52

CHURCH & PSYCHOLOGY - SCC-CPX2B
Tuition: $368.50 was $379.99
2 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: Pay-as-you-Go

Enroll with $189.95 with 1 payment of $178.55
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STANDARD COURSES - CATEGORY continued


DOCTRINES & COMMENTARIES -SCC-DCX4BF
Tuition: $632.51 was $665.80
Full Bundle / 4 courses
Payment Plans: Pay-as-you-Go



Enroll with $174.95 with 3 payments of $152.52

DOCTRINES & COMMENTARIES - SCC-DCX3B
Tuition: $479.95 was $490.85
3 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: Pay-as-you-Go Enroll with $174.95 with 2 payments of $152.50



DOCTRINES & COMMENTARIES - SCC-DCX2B
Tuition: $308.95 was $315.90
2 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: Pay-as-you-Go



Enroll with $169.95 with 1 payment of $139.00

HOLY SPIRIT - SCC-HSX4BF
Tuition: $674.95 was $709.80
Full Bundle / 4 course
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go Enroll with $164.95 with 3 payments of $170.00



HOLY SPIRIT - SCC-HSX3B
Tuition: $512.95 was $524.85
3 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go Enroll with $174.95 with 2 payments of $169.00



HOLY SPIRIT - SCC-HSX2B
Tuition: $341.00 was $349.90
2 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go



Enroll with $174.95 and 1 payment of $166.05

PROPHETIC - SCC-PX3BF
Tuition: $512.95 was $524.95
Full Bundle / 3 courses
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go Enroll with $ 174.95 with 2 payments of $ 169.00
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STANDARD COURSES - CATEGORY continued


PROPHETIC - SCC-PX2B
Tuition $340.00 was $349.90
2 course Bundle
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go Enroll with $174.95 with 1 payment of $165.05



RELIGIONS & OVERVIEWS - SCC-RO1X
Tuition: $169.95 was $184.95
1 Course
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



VARIOUS STUDIES - SCC-VSX8BF
Standard Courses - Category - Full bundle / 8 courses
Tuition: $1,184.60 was $1,359.60 Enroll with $189.95 with 5 payments of $198.93



VARIOUS STUDIES - SCC-VSX6B
Tuition: $884.70 was $1,019.70
6 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go

Enroll with $189.95 with 3 payments of $173.69 and 1 payment

of $173.68


VARIOUS STUDIES - SCC-VSX3B
Tuition: $534.95 was $569.85
3 Course Bundle
Payment Plans: 3. Pay-as-you-go Enroll with $189.95 with 2 payments of $172.50



WRITINGS OF ANTIQUITY -SCC-WA1X
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
1 Course
Payment Plans - 1. 100%
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Tuition & Payment Plans - Standard Courses - Separate

STANDARD COURSES - SEPARATE


SC-101.1 - Acts of the Apostles
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-102.1 - Bible Handbook & Commentaries
Tuition: $145.95 was $169.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-103.1 - Devotional; Names of God
Tuition: $169.95 was $186.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-104.1 - Baptism of the Holy Spirit Handbook
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-105.1 - Harmonic Gospels
Tuition: $169.95 was $172.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-201.1 - Biblical Counseling
Tuition: $194.95 was $234.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-202.1 - How We Got the Bible
Tuition: $169.95 was $189.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%



SC-203.1 - Josephus
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-204.1 - New Age Cults & Religions
Tuition: $169.95 was $184.95
Payment Plan: 1. 100%
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Tuition & Payment Plans - Standard Courses - Separate

STANDARD COURSES - SEPARATE continued


SC-205.1 - Numbers in Scripture
Tuition: $169.95 was $179.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-303.1 - Studies in Revelations
Tuition: $174.95 was $198.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-306.1 - Biblical Prophecy
Tuition: $174.95 was $198.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SCA-310.1 - Apostle Paul
Tuition: $169.95 was $184.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-322.1 - Prayer of Jabez
Tuition: $169.95 was $176.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-324.1 - Smith Wigglesworth
Tuition: $169.95 was $184.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-328.1 - He gave Pastors
Tuition: $169.95 was $184.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-330.1 - Bible says about the Holy Spirit
Tuition: $174.95 was $184.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-420.1 - Ministerial Ethics
Tuition: $169.95 was $174.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%
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Tuition & Payment Plans - Standard Courses -Category

STANDARD COURSES - SEPARATE continued


SC-422.1 - Bible Doctrines
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-424.1 - Knowing the Doctrines of the Bible
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-430.1 - Missions in the Age of the Spirit
Tuition: $194.95 was $234.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-432.1 - Our Destiny
Tuition: $174.95 was $189.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-500.1 - Person to Person Ministry
Tuition: $189.95 was $229.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-501.1 - House of Cards
Tuition: $189.95 was $229.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-502.1 - Psychology and the Church
Tuition: $189.95 was $229.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-503.1 - Competent to Minister
Tuition: $189.95 was $229.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%



SC-504.1 - End of Christian Psychology
Tuition: $189.95 was $229.95
Payment Plans: 1. 100%
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